
JOURNEY 
THROUGH A CELL

Assign each group or student a plant or animal cell. Students research the cell and begin list-

ing the parts and functions of a cell on note cards. Students sketch out their cell and include 

each of the parts listed on the note cards. Students use this information to help design the 

pixel art for the game. The cell parts and functions will also drive what their mini hero collects 

and hazards they might face.
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Your hero is super tiny. Microscopic! How else could they 

make their way through a plant or animal cell?! Build a game 

where this mini hero learns about the parts of a cell as they 

search for a way out.

Grades 3 - 5

Materials

Teacher Instructions

ACADEMIC STANDARDS

Student 
Workbooks

Sticky Notes Note Cards Markers



Activity

The Journey Through a Cell Achievement Badge!

Remember, you can award students who complete this activity 

with the badge in the Hub.

Identify who or what will represent your mini hero. Use the Sticky Note 
Brainstorming strategy to come up with as many ideas as you can.

Using the same brainstorming strategy and the parts and functions on 
the note cards, identify what could be a potential enemy for the min hero. 
Think about the functions of the cell’s parts. Which cell part might try to 
prevent an outside organism from being in the cell.

The mini hero in this game will face many obstacles as they journey 
through the cell. Go back to your sketch and note cards and reimagine 
those characteristics as hazards or obstacles for the mini hero.

Collectibles are items in a game that the hero collects along their journey. 
What might the mini hero collect as a reward during the journey.

As the mini hero encounters hazards and enemies, they are sure to cause 
some damage to the mini hero. What item might the mini hero come 
across that would help give them a little boost of life or reveal a power-up 
that could help them?

Now that the research is done, placing story blocks around the cell will 
help the mini hero know a little more their environment. It may also help 
them understand what is a friend or foe. 

Using the storyboard graphic organizer, begin to plan out how the story 
unfolds. Use each frame to sketch out what a room in the game might look 
like. Don’t worry about the drawing being your best work. Just a quick 
sketch to get your idea out and to help teammates see your thinking.
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